
4.1 High Performance and Athlete Development  
Conference Theme: 
 

Discerning allocation of our financial and human resources to develop our FTEM and HP pathway 
goals, while also enabling states to develop a pipeline of athletes who feed into the HP pathway. 

 
Introduction; a strong start to 2015: 
Fantastic performances on the back of Vanessa’s World Cup results; Hanny was in very good form at Easter with great Km rate’s, 
Simon’s Easter performances, Matt Doyle’s accelerated development and topped off with a return to form by Julian, running 
through the field to ‘anchor’ 2nd place for his team in 10mila (a world class performance). There was a range of performances to 
be pleased with at the beginning of the year. These indicated the potential for world-class results to follow. As the year 
progressed, we witnessed significant achievements. We hope these continue in Tasmania. 
 
4.  High Performance and Athlete Development Pathway 
 
4.1. Update on foot orienteering pathways development: report on 2014 highlights and structure, personnel and plans for 2015 
(Lance Read and Nick Dent) 
 

2014 
Highlights: HP officer positions reviewed and appointed (Head Coach/HP Administrator/MTBO Coordinator), new squad 
structures, Brisbane NOL sprint relay, AMP an online athlete management platform for squads, January Tasmanian 
camp, Canberra sprint camp, JWOC evaluations, WOC performances (men promoted second tier, women hold second 
tier), WOC sprint relay team, range of strong individual WOC performances, WUOC increased status as E1 pathway 
activity, athlete representative and athlete leadership group formed, Brodie’s JWOC performance, JWOC and WOC 
management/coaching.  
 
Issues arising; AJDS coach still vacant (alleviated by appointment of schools coach for schools test-match and excellent 
online JWOC coaching), WUOC and sustainability of HP coaching, second tier comp structure and the need for a 
contingency plan if NZ do not support test-match concept, difficulty in finding coaches - coaching pathway - do we have 
one? Coaching is the missing piece of the HP strategic plan, NOL sprints not technically up to standard, dated manual 
documents, failure to calendar a 2014 test series was a major setback.  
 
2015 

 Positive plans in place: Tasmanian World Cup / AUS Schools Team / AUS-NZ Challenge team  

 Planned consolidation; AMP, squads, coaches, JWOC management, WOC management,  

 January Coaching Conference for coach development – a key initiative for OA and State collaborative programs 
to support state NOL/JNOL support and align this with national structures/squads and performance 
benchmarks.  

 Targeted Talented Athlete (TTA) introduction: TTA athletes selected and invited to May NZ training camp. 
  
Key aim: Maintain momentum after Tasmanian World Cup 
Key strategies: 

 NZ Camp 

 ‘Master international coach’ visit Jan 2016. (organized at Tasmanian World Cup) 

 NOL coaching / NOL structures / NOL publicity 
 

Issues arising; Challenges for outer states to access coach development TAS/WA, Test Match and NZ training camp 
negotiations are challenging (potentially no second tier competition, ANZ test structure) – Planned meeting with NZ in 
Tasmania to reinvigorate this discussion. It is questionable this will be successful. 
 
‘Plans’ for 2015 NZ Camp: 
The 2015 Test series to occur with 2 test weekends scheduled back to back in the middle of the year. The proposed 
dates; last weekend in May - Australian round 1 of ANZ test in conjunction with Middle and Long National Orienteering 
League event. New Zealand, round 2 - Queens Birthday long weekend. Our aim is to have the Australian round, then 
travel to Auckland for a training camp (sand dunes) during the week. The next weekend the ANZ Test-Match follows on 
the NZ long weekend. The idea is to have the training camp in conjunction with NZ. Some negotiation with NZ athletes 
has occurred with this proposal. Awaiting NZOF formal endorsement. 
 
2015 NOL: sprint events; it was agreed to try and improve NOL sprint standards in 2015, and that the updated NOL 
guide lines would assist in this.  



 
2016 – Master coach training camp / sprint camp / talent ID introduced 

 
MILESTONE KPIs OVERVIEW (achievements against milestones, Dec 2014) 

An overview of significant milestones in the life of the plan are listed below.  

2014 conference progress report against these milestones; 

1 = Achieved, 2 = Working Towards, 3 = Limited progress or at risk 

       2014        2015 (Any Key Missing Elements ?) 

 
1. Head coach; appointed 

2. Pathway manager; appointed 

3. WOC selection criteria; updated, communicate 

4. WC TAS Training Camp; successful 

5. New Squad structures; adopted, disseminated, 

6. HP Website framework; restructure template 

7. Sprint relay in NOL, JNOL, training camps 

8. TTA Support; TTA / TID Coordinator appointed 

9. H.R. Unified reviewed, explicit role descriptions 

10. Consolidation of junior and senior squads to HPS 

11. Squad coaches appointed; NDS JDS 

12. Squad benchmarks at all levels 

13. WOC Sponsors approached; Web invites 

14. WOC Training Camp 

15. WOC Performances; MEN promoted to tier 2 women 

remain there 

16. Level 2 Coaching Course 

17. Individual Coaches for HPS, TTAs from ASOC 

18. Sprint incorporated successfully into ASOC 

19. Long term planning protocols; calendars, budgets, 3 

years ahead,  

20. Web resource repository for all HP planning 

 

 
1. Tasmania World Cup;  

2. Maintain momentum after TAS World Cup 

3. AJDS camp pre/post world cup. 

4. NDS camp/sprint bay (NZ) 

5. Test Match Program agreement forged NZ ? 

6. 2nd Tier international competition structure 

7. AJDS Coaching, Athlete tracking support 

8. Injury tracking all squads 

9. SSSM Web resources comprehensive  

10. National Coach Forum group  

11. Club Coach curriculum developed 

12. Club Talent Identification Benchmarks 

13. State NOL Coach Structure nationally integrated ? 

14. JNOL State funding agreement with SSOs 

15. Coaching on line strengthened 

16. Strategic Plan Review (redo ASC health check) 

17. NZ AUS competition structure explicitly documented.  

18. Junior bushrangers AUS v NZ Test Matches ? 

19. Post WOC training camp next WOC terrain 

20. Sprint relays in state leagues guidelines 

21. Sprint relay format rules, guidelines in manual 

22. TTAs from states, clubs, aligned TTA timing 

23. TTA athletes cascade to competing in JNOL 

       2016       2017 

 
1. Regional development competition structure 

2. International master coach visit / state visits 

3. Review online coaching resources 

4. No MP at JWOC (explicit team code) 

5. School Support Resources for clubs 

6. TTA Curriculum differentiation; adult junior  

7. Coaching on line refined 

8. TTA outreach expanded to other sports 

9. Adult TTA focus; web coaching curriculum 

10. TTA athletes cascade to competing in NOL 

11. Review of strategic plan 

12. Succession planning 

 

 
1. New Strategic Plan 

2. Succession planning structures 

3. Review of strategic Plan 

 



 
 "Implementing our pathways to improve outcomes" (Nick Dent) 
 
1. Strategic Plan-- brief overview 

 
2. Head Coach position- outline the role 
 
3. FTEM- key phases especially the T1,T2,T3. Idea of benchmarks 
 
4. Squad Structure- especially how it links into the state structure 
 
5. AMP- what it does and why we need to do it, how it can help us 
 
6.  Coaching- needs, structure, importance 

 



 
Achievements across the pathway and in relationship to drivers: 
 
Strengths based on diagram below;  

 Most of E1,  

 Most of T4,  

 Most of ‘Competition’ with the exception of ANZ tests 
 
Weaknesses based on diagram below;  

 Coach numbers and age 

 Research and innovation across the pathway 

 Number of athletes  

 (?) T1, T2, T3, leadership and management 
 
 
APPLICATION AND SUPPORT OF DRIVERS ACROSS THE PATHWAY 

The diagram below maps the drivers that should be supported and implemented across the pathway.  
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Assisting and enabling states to develop a pipeline of athletes who feed into the HP pathway and development of OA and state 
collaborative programs 

STRATEGIES FROM 14-18 PLAN  
ROLES OF SYSTEM PARTNERS AND STAKE HOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT 

 
STATES AND CLUBS ALIGNMENT STRATEGIES (AGREED 2014 CONFERENCE)  
STATE DEVELOMENT IN F3 T1 T2 T3 FTEM areas 
 

 Support NOL teams, management, and coaching 

 Provide explicit NOL, JNOL and ASOC coaching, squad structures and benchmarks 

 Talent Identification processes in place 

 Support club junior development initiative 

 Support club coaching 

 Strengthen school club links 

 Initiate and develop local and regional leagues 

 Introduce 12-14 year parent child club coaching squads and programs (see appendix 2) 

 Encourage university sports club engagement 

 Sprint O development programs 

 More children participating in orienteering as a fundamental experience in schools and at events 

 More participation in school programs and school leagues, school coaching and Australian Schools Champs 

 More level 1 coaches 
 

Some 2015 Planned OA Strategies 

 

1. 2015 January Coaching Conference – Improve state coaching capacity 
2. 10-14year Pan Pacific Competition structure embedded in national carnivals – F3 initiative 
3. ASC sporting schools implementation 
4. Talent ID processes with clear performance benchmarks and national camp invites for clubs and state to 

promote/recommend athletes to national HP program. (initiated at January coaching conference) 
 

Some Recommended State Strategies 

 

1. Target young members of NOL teams for January coaching conference – provide incentives. 
2. Support for JNOL participation in national league program 
3. Ongoing support of NOL teams through leadership and coaching 
4. Work together on a coach pathway and clear coach positions with incentives and rewards. 
5. Target young coaches for state coaching activities. 
6. Target young members of NOL/JNOL teams for mapping workshops.  

 
Some Potential Strategies 
 

 Master coach regional visit 2016 – extension to state coaching weekends.   

 Possibilities of regional level 2 coaching conferences late 2015 beginning 2016 

 Is there scope for states to ‘mirror’ (in a reduced form) the ‘OA head coach’ role as a potential state coach 
structure (this could be an NOL athlete) 
 

Challenges 
 

 Request from Easter coaching meeting; simplifying/shortening the Level 1 Coaching accreditation 
requirements. Seems number of other States shared Tasmania’s problem of a diminishing numbers of 
accredited coaches and few (financially viable) options in addressing it. Making level 1 accreditation easier 
should be explored. 

 We need a strategy to achieve our pathway goals to appoint less glamorous pathway positions/activities. Eg. 
AJDS coach and incentives for these positions at national and state levels 

 There is a need to focus on developmental aspects of athlete pathway; F1, F2 and F3. A challenge at present. 
 



 
 
 
 
Revised OA High Performance Officer Position and Subsequent Structure and Appointments 

 

 
Overview Head Coach Position 
 
The role of the head coach is to co-ordinate the development of the athlete pathway. It is an over arching role that has both 
active engagement in coaching along the athlete pathway and co-ordination and management of coaches, squads and athletes 
at both the beginning and end of the high performance structure. The central focus is the practical implementation of the High 
Performance Strategic Plan along all aspects of the athlete pathway (FTEM). In addition, the Head Coach develops a co-
ordinated approach by contributing to the alignment of system partners (including the co-ordinator of MTBO). The Head Coach 
role has a significant planning and administrative function. To enable a focus on the entire athlete pathway, the Head Coach 
relinquishes responsibility and authority to the WOC and JWOC coaches for the development of E and M level athletes at major 
international competitions. 
 
Overview High Performance Administrator Position 
 
The role of the National High Performance Administrator is to professionally manage and lead the administrative foundation of 
the orienteering high performance pathway. This role provides administrative support to the Head Coach ‘foot’, the MTBO co-
ordinator, Director of High Performance and directly to athletes. There is a focus on supporting team managers in their role. The 
role also takes responsibility for meeting requirements of system partners, through the efficient management of reporting and 
compliance necessities. The National HP administrator takes proactive responsibility for the development, management and 
administration of information systems and processes to promote policies, support athletes, coaches and managers, and evaluate 
and report on the high-performance pathway. A key function is to ensure that administrative systems, processes and data, are 
efficient and well managed, communicated and processed. In addition, the HP administrator will act as a policy communicator 
and participate in the resolution of political and ethical issues, such as conflicts of interest between athletes, use of banned 
substances and breaches of regulations. 
 
Overview High MTBO Coordinator Position 
 
The role of the MTBO co-ordinator is to manage the competition structure, administration, coaching and promotion of the 
MTBO High Performance structure and athlete pathway at the national level. The MTBO co-ordinator takes responsibility for the 
development, management and administration of the MTBO teams, squads and competition structure and uses the structures 
and resources of the Foot O pathway to assist with this. It is an overall co-ordination role of all aspects of the MTBO program in 
association with the support of the MTBO committee, the national MTBO coaches and managers and collaboration with the 
National Head Coach ‘foot’.  



 
Orienteering Australia Coaching Conference: January 24th-25th 2015; AIS Canberra. 

 
A Coaching Conference is being planned by the Orienteering Australia High Performance Coaches. 
This conference is aimed at any orienteer who is interested in gaining Level 1 Coaching Accreditation, or wants to update their 
current Coaching Accreditation at Level 1, 2 or 3. This conference will enable currently accredited coaches to gain points towards 
increasing the level of their coaching accreditation. 
 
Given the introduction of the FTEM Athlete Development Pathway into Orienteering and also the restructuring of the National 
Squads there is a clear need to increase the number of active coaches within orienteering in Australia at all levels- club, state 
and national. 
 
Current Australian National Coaches- Nick Dent, Wendy Read, Hanny Allston, Jim Russell and Russell Blatchford will be the co-
ordinators of the Conference. Current Level 2 and Level 1 coaches will have the opportunity to present a session during the 
conference. 
 
Main areas of the conference will be 
 

 Understanding the FTEM- Athlete Development Pathway- especially as it applies to each level of coaching. 

 Establishing clearly defined benchmarks for each level within the FTEM framework. 

 Coaching the physical, technical and mental aspects of orienteering at each level. 

 Skill development at each level of the pathway and practical methods for coaching these. 

 An understanding of the different orienteering disciplines. 

 How to become an elite orienteer. 

 For Level 2 and 3 Coaches- using AMP. 

 
The conference will take place the AIS in Canberra, where full board accommodation will be available. 
Each state association and also clubs are encouraged to send their currently qualified coaches or anyone interested in gaining 
coaching accreditation. 
 
Attendees to date: 
 
WA  3  State response 
TAS  0  State response 
QLD  5  State response 
NSW  1  individual response 
ACT   4  individual responses 
VIC  1  individual response 
SA 1  Individual response 
 
This is a central initiative to our pathway success. Could states please target NOL and JNOL coach candidates for this conference 
with personal invitations and encouragement. 
 
4.2. MTBO report on 2014 and pathway plans for 2015 (Kay Haarsma)  
 

MTBO; strategies to develop female participation: possible female roving coach being considered. 
 

4.3. 2014 HP expenditure 
 

1. Limited female participation MTBO WC created small team and less expenditure 
2. WOC accommodation booked well in advance / one coach airfare from AUS 
3. NZ Test series falling through no Bushrangers spend for NZ test 
4. 4 years of significant world cup expenditure 2012 – 15  
5. Significant European World cup costs, expected to decrease 2015 
6. Earlier than expected Tasmanian World Cup costs 

 



 
 

4.4. 2015 HP budget issues 
 

1. funding from ASC decreasing each year in real dollars after adjusting for inflation 
2. we could have our biggest WOC team for some years with Oceania Champions being automatic qualifiers for 

WOC  
3. $5000 NOL reimbursement to states (should this continue?) , it should be reallocated to NOL pathway 

development activities from 2015 if states do not fully utilize these funds. 
4. JWOC team size, quality and expenditure  

 
With the need to distribute our current funds more widely throughout the pathway, we should examine the scope and feasibility 
of maintaining JWOC, and its full benefits in the pathway, on a decreased budget when athlete quality supports this approach. If 
appropriate, this could be harmonised with 2014 coach/manager requests for more discerning JWOC selection so that athletes 
are prepared for the JWOC experience and are not detrimental to the team. When appropriate, a decreased team size based on 
open, fair discerning selection benchmarks, has merit. Our capacity to distribute our funding successfully across key pathway 
activities may have scope for refinement to achieve more of our goals using the same funding base. There are a range of JWOC 
issues; JWOC is not at the ‘Breakthrough and reward’ FTEM T4 level; the need for clarification around JWOC as a developmental 
or a benchmark activity and subsequent funding and selection approaches; expectations on the quality and quantity of athletes 
and the public perception of JWOC and related PR issues. The JWOC budget remains at current levels for 2015 and while there 
has been some examination of some of these issues, more examination is required particularly in regards to athlete quality and 
selection benchmarks to increase the likelihood that athletes are at the necessary standard to benefit from JWOC. Ideally, our 
athlete pathway will be successful and this issue will go away. 
  

5. how can OA and states best support TTA athletes and TID processes 
6. boosting Level 0 and Level 1 coach numbers (ASC Participation KPI)  
7. increasing resourcing for club coaching (ASC Participation strategy) 
 

4.5 Other HP development issues 
 

 Some pleasing unforseen positives from AMP: gathering data for media releases, athlete consultation, use by more 
‘private’ type athletes. 

 WOC selection; selection criteria need adjusting for team size of 5 - reserve likely in future for new format. 

 Sports Science Co-ordinator on AMP and HP website; Ben Rattray accepted role – strong addition 

 Ian Jessop and media releases integrated with AMP athlete profiles. Developing athlete profile guidelines 
 
 


